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Far-infrared vibrational properties of linear C 60 polymers: A comparison between neutral
and charged materials
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We report the far-infrared transmittance spectrum of a pure phase of the orthorhombic high-temperature and
high-pressure C60 polymer and compare the results with a previously published spectrum of the charged RbC60

orthorhombic polymer. Assignments for both spectra are made with the aid of first-principles quantum mo-
lecular dynamics simulations of the two materials. We find that the striking spectral differences between the
neutral and charged linear fullerene polymers can be fully accounted for by charge effects on the C60 ball.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the novel C60-based materials, fullerene polyme
have attracted a great deal of attention. The polymeriza
reaction can be carried out using both physical~pressure,
temperature, light! and chemical~doping! methods, resulting
in neutral and charged polymers, respectively. Under hi
temperature and high-pressure~HTHP! conditions, one-
dimensional orthorhombic,1–4 ~O! and two-dimensiona
tetragonal1,5,6 ~T! and rhombohedral1,7,8 ~R! phases have bee
prepared. In these materials, the fullerene building blocks
connected by four-membered rings, formed via 212
cycloaddition.9,10 Alkali-metal doping can also result in
fullerene polymer.11–13 Although the spectra of the alka
salts (AC60, A5K, Rb, Cs! show a free carrier backgroun
above 100 cm21 ~Refs. 14 and 15! and the HTHP O polymer
is a true insulator, x-ray diffraction confirms that they ha
similar structures.3,16,17 Both consist of linear chains o
fullerene molecules withD2h on-ball symmetry connecte
by 212 cycloaddition@Fig. 1~a!#, but in theAC60 O polymer,
each ball formally has one excess delocalized nega
charge.

The vibrational spectrum of isolated C60 exhibits fourT1u
infrared-active modes and ten Raman-active modes (Hg and
Ag), as expected for a cage with icosahedral symmetry.18,19

The reduced symmetry of the C60 balls in the polymerized
materials results in a much larger number of infrared- a
Raman-active modes.9,20 In our previous work,21,22 we as-
signed the majority of far-infrared spectral features of
neutral two-dimensional polymers with the support of qua
tum molecular dynamics~QMD! calculations. For the
O-polymer material, however, our mode assignments w
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not reliable enough to permit a detailed comparison w
those of the analogous charged polymer, mainly beca
of the multiphase nature of the sample, which resulted i
large number of unassigned features and ambiguous m
assignments.

Improvement in sample quality now provides an oppor
nity to refine theO-polymer mode assignments and then
compare the infrared~IR! spectra of the HTHP and RbC60 O
polymers. The striking spectral differences raise interest
questions about the effect of negative charge on the vib
tional mode character in these materials, an issue that is
dressed in this work. In analogy with many of the prototyp
cal organic charge-transfer salts,23,24 it has also been
anticipated that vibronic coupling may influence the dyna
ics of charged fullerenes.25–28Indeed, a recent analysis of IR
and Raman data from a number of doped fullerene syst
successfully separated charge and vibronic effects on the
sis of a simple phenomenological model;28 however, a quan-
titative test of the role of vibronic coupling in the multipl
bonded fullerene materials has been missing.

In this work, we present far-IR transmittance measu
ments on a high-qualityO-polymer sample, and we compar
our results with a previously published RbC60 far-IR
spectrum.29 Our comparison is supported by QMD simul
tions of both materials, allowing us to investigate the infl
ence of charge on the IR spectrum of the linearO polymer.
Such an assessment has connotations for the physics o
lated two-dimensional charged materials such as Na4C60, as
well as potential utility for understanding heat dissipation
HTHP polymer-based devices that may exploit the no
properties of these materials.30
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Infrared measurements

All O-polymer samples were in the form of black powd
To prepare pellets for our measurements, the materials w
crushed, ground with paraffin at 77 K, and compressed un
vacuum at 1.5 kbar. TheO-polymer powder was evenly sus
pended in the paraffin matrix to form dark brown pelle
suitable for far-IR transmittance measurements. Several
ferent concentrations were required to reveal all features

Far-IR transmittance measurements were carried out
Bruker 113V Fourier transform infrared spectrome
equipped with a He-cooled Si bolometer detector. The sp
tral range 30–650 cm21 was covered with four differen
beam splitters. The measurements were done at low temp
ture (;10 K), achieved with an open-flow cryostat. Th
spectral resolution is 0.5 cm21. It is our experience that both
low temperature and high resolution are helpful to reso
weak modes and narrow line shapes. All features repo
here are reproducible with different concentrations
O-polymer–paraffin pellets.

B. Materials

Production of a pure phase of theO polymer has been
difficult because the preparation conditions for the line
polymer are in a small and somewhat precarious area of
pressure-temperature phase space.4,8 Samples are routinely
contaminated with theT polymer and other defect structure
Figure 2 displays the far-IR spectra of three independe
prepared samples in the 500–600 cm21 frequency range.
Sample 1 was prepared at 1.2 GPa and 573 K for 5.5 h u
the temperature-pressure path of Ref. 8. Samples 2 a
were prepared at 1.5 GPa and 573 K for 1 h.

Comparing the spectra of the three differentO-polymer
samples, we observe serious tetragonal contaminatio
sample 3. Tetragonal modes at 363~not shown!, 509, 523
~overlaps with other modes!, 533, 555, and 606 cm21, de-
noted with a ‘‘t’’ in the lower panel of Fig. 2, are strong
indicating a mixed-phase material. Such a mixed phase
the O andT polymers is fairly common.4,20 Features related
to T-polymer contamination decrease in intensity in sampl
and are nearly absent in sample 1. Sample 1 clearly has
least T-polymer contamination. It also contains the large
amount of unreacted C60 monomer, as indicated by the sha

FIG. 1. HTHPO-polymer structure~a! and possible ‘‘underpo-
lymerized’’ defect structures~b!–~d!.
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peaks at 526 and 577 cm21. These two peaks are due to th
T1u(1) and T1u(2) modes ofI h C60 and are indicated by
‘‘m’’ in the upper panel of Fig. 2.31 Therefore, we conclude
that samples 2 and 3 are both rather ‘‘overpolymerize
whereas sample 1 is somewhat ‘‘underpolymerized.’’ Nev
theless, of the three spectra, that of sample 1 is superio
has the simplest and sharpest response, indicating that it
responds to the highest-qualityO polymer. Comparison of
the same three samples in the 420–500 cm21 frequency
range~not shown!, where only defect-induced peaks are e
pected to appear, leads to the same conclusion. In the
mainder of this paper, we concentrate our analysis on
highest-quality material~sample 1!, which was prepared
under optimum and well-studied temperature-press
conditions.4

C. Theoretical methods

Our first-principles simulation technique is quantum m
lecular dynamics.32 As described in Ref. 37, this method

FIG. 2. Comparison of the 10 K transmittance spectra of
three different HTHPO-polymer samples in the spectral range fro
500 to 620 cm21. ‘‘t’’ indicates modes of possible tetragonal poly
mer contamination; ‘‘m’’ denotes likely C60 monomer modes; ‘‘c’’
denotes possible chain end modes. The spectrum in the upper
is of the highest quality sample, whereas that in the lowest pan
poor. That in the middle panel was previously reported and a
lyzed by Longet al. in Ref. 21.
9-2
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used to calculate the equilibrium geometries and nor
modes for all of our simulated structures. The method’s m
jor approximations are the local density approximati
~LDA !, use of a minimal basis set of four confined pseud
atomic orbitals per atom (sp3), and use of the non-self
consistent Harris energy functional. The normal modes
evaluated in the harmonic approximation. The method
been successfully applied to fullerene molecules,33 polymer-
ized fullerenes,21,22,34–37and novel carbon solids. ForI h C60,
our calculated frequencies are known to be reliable in
frequency range of interest, 200–600 cm21.38 We note that,
as discussed in Refs. 21, 22, 37, and 38, our first-princip
IR strengths are not fully reliable for all modes; hence,
have not used them in making our assignments.

Our relaxed equilibrium geometry for the HTHPO poly-
mer is shown in Fig. 1~a!; we will denote this structure a
(C60)n . We have treated theAC60 O polymer as an infinite
chain of singly charged C60’s, which we will denote as
(C60

2)n . Here, the subscriptn denotes the degree of poly
merization. In both simulations, we have used one C60 ball
per unit cell.39 Although our calculated bond lengths fo
(C60

2)n are slightly different than for (C60)n ~the biggest
difference is less than 1%!, to the eye the structure is iden
tical to that of Fig. 1~a!. We have also simulated sever
possible structural defects which may appear in the HTHPO
polymer. The most likely ‘‘overpolymerized’’ defects includ
the T polymer and precursors to the fullT-polymer planes,
such as double chains~two O-polymer chains connected sid
by side!. These structures are shown in Fig. 1 of our ear
work on theT polymer.22 The most likely ‘‘underpolymer-
ized’’ defects are ‘‘chain-end’’ defects, i.e., the C60 balls
which occur at the end of an oligomer.40 We have simulated
two structures which contain these types of C60 balls, the
dimer of Fig. 1~b! and the linear trimer of Fig. 1~c!. In addi-
tion, each of these structures is itself a possible ‘‘underpo
merized’’ defect in theO polymer. Another likely defect
structure is the~equilateral! triangular trimer@Fig. 1~d!#; it
has been proposed as the principal component of the60
photopolymer.36,41

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of the HTHP O-polymer spectrum

Figure 3 displays the far-IR spectrum of theO polymer at
10 K. The experimental peak frequencies in Fig. 3 are
signed to IR-activeO-polymer vibrational modes based upo
a comparison with our QMD calculations. Table I prese
our combined experimental and theoretical results. The
perimental peak frequencies are in the first column, with
calculated mode frequencies appearing in the second
umn. The remaining columns contain the symmetry,
quantitative I h C60 ‘‘parent symmetries,’’ the polarization
and the percent error for each calculated mode, based u
our selected assignments.42 The quantitative parent symme
tries are obtained by expanding each calculatedO-polymer
normal-mode eigenvector as a linear combination of
complete set of QMD-calculated mode eigenvectors forI h
C60. With all eigenvectors normalized, the squared exp
04540
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sion coefficients give the percent contributions of eachI h C60

mode to each of the polymer modes. These results show
surprisingly, that severalO-polymer modes derive from mor
than oneI h C60 parent.

Compared with our previous work on theO polymer,21 we
find six newly resolved features. Due to the observation
these new features and the elimination of contaminat
peaks in the spectrum, 10 of the 18 mode assignments f
Ref. 21 are revised. Slight changes in the calculated frequ
cies are due to the use of a refined~lower-energy! lattice
vector in the present work. Also, in our previous publicatio
parent symmetries were determined qualitatively by a vis
identification of I h C60 mode patterns, necessarily resultin
in an oversimplified view of polymer-mode parentage. T
quantitative parent symmetries~Table I! reveal a more com-
plex mixing of theI h C60 modes in the polymer vibrations.

In the 300–410 cm21 spectral range, newly resolved fea
tures at 327, 341, 351, and 354 cm21 are assigned to mode
derived primarily fromT3u(1) and Gu(1) parent symme-
tries. Further, features assigned to modes with majo
Hu(1) parentage at 384, 389, and 410 cm21 are more well
defined than previously reported.21 The overall splittings of
T3u(1)-derived,Gu(1)-derived, andHu(1)-derived modes
are;45, 16, and 26 cm21, respectively. Consistent with thi
substantial mode splitting, features with differentI h parent-
age overlap. Based on our assignments and the eigenv
analysis, the majority of experimental peaks in the 300–4
cm21 region can be considered as singly derived, since
contribution from a singleI h C60 parent is larger than 80% in

FIG. 3. Transmittance spectrum of the HTHPO polymer at 10
K. Frequencies are labeled for all reproducible modes. Differ
concentrations ofO polymer in the paraffin matrix account for var
able background transmittance levels in the different panels. In
lower right-hand panel, the C60 monomer modes at 526 and 57
cm21 have been subtracted from the original experimental data
9-3
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TABLE I. Experimental frequencies of the HTHPO polymer, compared with calculated frequencies simulated by first-principles Q
calculations. The site symmetry of theO polymer isD2h . The method of parent symmetry determination is described in the text. Fo
polarizations,z is in the chain direction,y is normal to the plane of the four-membered rings connecting the balls, andx is in that plane and
normal toz.

Frequency (cm21) Symmetry Parent symmetries Polarization % Errora

Experimental Calculated

244 -
302 -
327 309 B1u 87.5%T3u(1) z 25.5
338 324 B3u 93.0%Gu(1) x 24.1
341 330 B2u 93.0%T3u(1) y 23.2
346 -
351 348 B1u 78.8%Gu(1) z 20.9
354 349 B2u 93.7%Gu(1) y 21.4
372 366 B3u 74.3%T3u(1) 14.5%Hu(1) x 21.6
384 379 B1u 90.7%Hu(1) z 21.3
389 379 B2u 88.9%Hu(1) y 22.6
398,405 -
410 397 B3u 73.4%Hu(1) 13.1%T3u(1) x 23.2
429,478,485 -
517 -
520 503 B1u 85.2%T1u(2) z 23.3
523 516 B3u 43.6%Hu(2) 41.0%T1u(1) x 21.3
526 - Monomer mode
527 517 B2u 78.8%Hu(2) y 21.9
531 521 B1u 87.7%T1u(1) z 21.9
532 525 B2u 90.4%T1u(1) y 21.3
535 -
543 530 B3u 56.1%T1u(2) 24.1%Hu(2) 10.6%T1u(1) x 22.4
545 540 B2u 93.4%T1u(2) y 20.9
555 -
564 -
573 551 B1u 86.7%Hu(2) z 23.8
577 - Monomer mode
587 -
613 595 B3u 37.1%T1u(2) 24.7%T1u(1) 15.3%Hu(2) x 22.9

Average22.4

aError5@(calc2expt)/expt#3100%.
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most cases. Exceptions are the 372 and 410 cm21 structures,
which are mixedHu(1) andT3u(1) modes.

The significantly improved sample quality is particular
evident in the 500–620 cm21 spectral range~Fig. 3!. Newly
resolved spectral features are observed at 532 and 545 c21.
According to our assignments, the 531 and 532 cm21 peaks
have majorityT1u(1) parent symmetry, the 520 and 54
cm21 peaks are largelyT1u(2) derived, and the 527 and 57
cm21 features are mainly derived fromHu(2) parent sym-
metry. Three other modes, at 523, 543, and 613 cm21, have
considerable mixing ofT1u(1), T1u(2), andHu(2) I h C60
parent symmetries. We note that, in our previous work, e
greater collective character was found for modes of the t
dimensionalT andR polymers;22 the degree of mode mixing
seems to correlate with on-ball distortion. Finally, the feat
at 520 cm21 is assigned to aT1u(2)-derived mode which is
polarized in the stretched direction. The frequency of t
04540
n
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e
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mode is strongly downshifted from theI h C60 T1u frequency
of 577 cm21, lower than that of any mode with a substant
T1u(1) or Hu(2) contribution. This finding is ubiquitous
among the HTHP polymers.21,22

The unassigned features in the HTHPO-polymer spec-
trum are small compared with the typical size of the assig
features and are assumed to be due to remaining ‘‘overp
merized’’ and ‘‘underpolymerized’’ defects in ourO-polymer
sample. Several of these features are likely to be due
chain-end defects~for example, the weak feature at 56
cm21), but any detailed assignments at this time would
highly speculative. It is also possible that some of t
medium-intensity doublets~531/532 and 543/545! are due to
mode splitting, potentially the result of a poorly understo
interaction between theO-polymer chains. If this were the
case, some of the modes would have to be reassigne
weaker spectral features. Some uncertainty is also unav
9-4
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able because several of theO-polymer modes are close to
gether in frequency; we have assumed that the QMD
quency order matches that of experiment, but ot
assignments are possible. A polarized experiment o
single-crystalO-polymer sample would be useful to elim
nate the remaining uncertainty in the assignments.

B. Comparison between HTHP and RbC60 O-polymer spectra

Figure 4 compares a portion of the IR spectrum of
HTHP O polymer with that of the linear charged polym
RbC60. The spectrum of the Rb-dopedO polymer is from
Ref. 29. In this frequency range, the two spectra disp
distinct differences. From 560 to 620 cm21, there are only

FIG. 4. Comparison of the IR transmittance spectra of
HTHP and RbC60 O polymers in the spectral range from 490 to 6
cm21. The spectra are offset for clarity. The RbC60 spectrum is
from Ref. 29. Note that theT1u C60 monomer peaks at 526 and 57
cm21 have not been subtracted from either spectrum.
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two features in each spectrum; these features are simi
spaced. However, between 490 and 560 cm21, the vibra-
tional features in the HTHP-polymer spectrum are cluste
together, in contrast to well-separated peaks in the spect
of the doped material. Overall, the peaks are much narro
and sharper in the neutralO-polymer spectrum, indicating
that the intrinsic damping in this structure is lower than
RbC60. These two materials are known to be nea
isostructural.3,16,17 Furthermore, the Raman spectra of t
neutral and chargedO polymers exhibit essentially a one-to
one correspondence between peaks, with only a mo
broadening and redshifting of the spectral lines of t
charged polymer.43 Still, the modest broadening and redshi
ing in the Raman spectrum do leave open the possibility
vibronic coupling may play a small role in the dynamics
RbC60, so the distinct differences in the two IR spectra
Fig. 4 raise interesting questions about the relative imp
tance of charge and vibronic effects.

In an effort to understand the spectral differences betw
the HTHP and RbC60 O polymers, we have used QMD t
calculate the IR spectra for both (C60)n and (C60

2)n .44 Our
results are displayed in Tables I and II and in Fig. 5. For o
comparison of the IR spectra of the HTHP and RbC60 O
polymers, the frequency region of interest is 490–620 cm21;
each polymer has nine calculated modes in this range.
these nine features, the two highest-frequency modes
found to be similarly spaced, in agreement with experime
For the seven lower-frequency modes, those of (C60

2)n are
well separated compared to the features of (C60)n , also in
agreement with experiment~Fig. 4!. Specifically, the calcu-
lated HTHP frequencies for these seven modes have
separations of less than 6 cm21, whereas the calculate
RbC60 frequencies of these seven modes have only one s
separation. Thus, adding charge significantly reorganizes
‘‘spreads out’’ the modes between 490 and 620 cm21.

Our assignments for the far-IR vibrational features of t
Rb-doped C60 polymer are presented in Table II. The avera

e

ples
lls,
TABLE II. Experimental frequencies of the Rb-dopedO polymer, compared with calculated frequencies simulated by first-princi
QMD calculations. For the polarizations,z is in the chain direction,y is normal to the plane of the four-member rings connecting the ba
andx is in that plane and normal toz.

Frequency (cm21) Symmetry Parent symmetries Polarization % Errora

Experimental Calculated

499 500 B1u 57.6%T1u(1) 39.1%T1u(2) z 10.2
509 506 B2u 82.4%Hu(2) y 20.6
- 513 B1u 51.1%T1u(2) 35.9%T1u(1) z

519 516 B3u 41.6%Hu(2) 39.9%T1u(1) x 20.6
526 - Monomer mode
527 526 B2u 92.8%T1u(1) y 20.2
542 534 B3u 57.2%T1u(2) 32.1%Hu(2) x 21.5
555 542 B2u 91.9%T1u(2) y 22.3
571 551 B1u 83.4%Hu(2) z 23.5
577 - Monomer mode
608 591 B3u 33.4%T1u(2) 28.0%T1u(1) 14.6%Hu(2) x 22.8
- Average21.4

aError 5 @~calc2expt!/expt#3100%
9-5
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FIG. 5. Calculated IR spectra
of the HTHP O polymer, the
RbC60 O polymer, and theI h C60

monomer in the frequency rang
490–620 cm21. These calculated
spectra have been broadened w
small linewidth Lorentzians.
There is no relation between th
calculated mode intensities in th
different panels. The arrows in th
O-polymer panel at;517 and 595
cm21 indicate the locations of
peaks which are too small to b
seen on this scale; their integrate
intensities are about seven an
150 times smaller, respectively
than the integrated intensity of th
551 cm21 peak. As noted in the
text, our calculated strengths hav
not been used in making the as
signments presented in Tables
and II.
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error between the experimental frequencies and the ca
lated frequencies of the assigned modes is;1.5%, slightly
less than for the HTHPO polymer. The quantitative paren
symmetries, along with the calculated polarization dire
tions, provide a detailed description of the calculated mo
patterns and allow for a direct comparison of the (C60)n and
(C60

2)n vibrations. For both polymers, the nine modes in t
frequency range of interest are found to be primarily deriv
from the T1u(1), T1u(2), andHu(2) I h C60 parent vibra-
tions. Of these nine modes, the parentage of the two hig
frequency features is quite similar for both polymers; ho
ever, only five of the seven lower-frequency modes ha
04540
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e
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e

similar parentage. The z-polarized T1u(1)- and
T1u(2)-derived modes of (C60)n ~at calculated frequencies o
521 and 503 cm21) are almost equally mixed in (C60

2)n to
create two new modes of quite different character~at calcu-
lated frequencies of 500 and 513 cm21). In comparing the
assigned frequencies of the HTHP and RbC60 O polymers for
the purpose of assessing the probable strength of vibr
coupling, we will compare only the frequencies of the sev
modes which are found to have similar parentage.

Table III presents a detailed comparison between the
active modes of the HTHP and dopedO polymers. The first
column identifies the mode symmetry and primaryI h parent-
0
in
de
invalid.
TABLE III. Comparison of the infrared features of HTHP and RbC60 O polymers between 490 and 62
cm21. (C60)n and (C60

2)n indicate the HTHP and RbC60 O polymers, respectively. All frequencies are
cm21. Note that the two modes ofB1u symmetry are omitted from this table, as our predictions for mo
character changes substantially between neutral and charged polymers, making such a comparison
In (C60)n , the calculated 503 and 521 cm21 modes areT1u(2) andT1u(1) derived, whereas in (C60

2)n ,
these modes are mixed.Dcalc5 calculated frequency of (C60

2)n 2 calculated frequency of (C60)n ;
Dexpt5 experimental frequency of (C60

2)n 2 experimental frequency of (C60)n .

Mode Calculated frequency Experimental frequency Dexpt2Dcalc

symmetry (C60)n (C60
2)n Dcalc (C60)n (C60

2)n Dexpt

B3u @→Hu(2)# 516a 516a 0 523 519 24 24
B2u @→Hu(2)# 517 506 211 527 509 218 27
B2u @→T1u(1)# 525 526 11 532 527 25 26
B3u @→T1u(2)# 530a 534a 14 543 542 21 25
B2u @→T1u(2)# 540 542 12 545 555 110 18
B1u @→Hu(2)# 551 551 0 573 571 22 22
B3u @→T1u(2)# 595a 591a 24 613 608 25 21

aIndicates a mixed mode.
9-6
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age. The second column presents the calculated freque
for the two simulations and the calculated frequency s
Dcalc between charged and neutral species. Similar inform
tion is listed for the experimental vibrational features in t
third column. The last column compares the experimenta
the calculated frequency shifts between charged and ne
species. All values ofDexpt2Dcalc are small, well within the
typical 3% error of our QMD calculations in this frequenc
range. The good correspondence between calculated an
perimental frequency shifts for the HTHP and dopedO poly-
mers suggests that the differences in the observed IR sp
~Fig. 4! result primarily from the charge-induced distortio
of the C60 cage.45 This conclusion is consistent with a rece
scaled quantum mechanical calculation for the vibratio
modes of C60 and C60

62 by Choi et al.,46 which indicates
that the effect on C60

62 is largely due to bond equalization i
the charged fullerene. Hence we conclude that the obse
far-IR differences between the orthorhombic HTHP polym
and RbC60 are mainly related to the charge-induced dist
tion of the C60 balls. Any vibronic coupling would thus be
small.

An independent method of assessing the role of vibro
coupling in the IR response ofO-polymerized RbC60 is to
consider the symmetry of the seven modes listed in Table
Previous attempts to assess the vibronic coupling of cha
C60’s have neglected this aspect by assuming that theT1u
modes retain their character in the charged material.28,47

In the ‘‘charged-phonon’’ model proposed by Rice a
Choi,47 the novel behavior of theT1u modes for C60

n2 mol-
ecules was explained in terms of the coupling of intram
lecular vibrations to thet1u→t1g electronic excitations in-
volving the single-particle orbitals. The IR intensity
predicted to increase quadratically with charge, and the m
frequencies are predicted to decrease linearly with cha
Subsequent work showed that both predictions of
charged-phonon model are oversimplified for the C60

n2

system.28,48 In Ref. 28, Handset al. studied the separation o
vibronic coupling and charge effects for a variety of dop
fullerenes by means of a phenomenological model. Wit
this framework, vibronic effects were evaluated from a la
set of literature data over a wide range of charge by ass
ing that the total frequency shift of a mode from its value
the neutral material is the sum of charge-transfer and
bronic terms; monoanionic species received particular at
tion. In the more complicated materials, the authors
glected symmetry lowering arising from polymerization,
consideration that is important for certain compounds in th
large data set. Our understanding of mode constituencie
the neutral and chargedO polymers therefore provides a
opportunity to extend this analysis of vibronic coupling
multiply bonded fullerenes, where the on-ball symmetry
lowered due to the polymerization. For the case of (C60

2)n ,
we do not expect spectacular frequency shifts, even if a
bronic coupling mechanism is present, because only
charge has been added to the fullerene ball~see Fig. 3 of Ref.
04540
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28!. Nevertheless, if the vibronic coupling constantl is
;0.1, a 2% frequency shift might be expected in this cas28

In the frequency range of interest here, this correspond
;10 cm21, which ought to be discernible in our exper
ments.

For the O polymer, reasonably strong coupling shou
cause broadening and softening of some modes,49 but due to
the on-ball distortion in the polymer, the symmetry of bo
electronic orbitals and intramolecular vibrations will be d
ferent from icosahedral C60, leading to modified selection
rules. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO!, in
this case, is ofb1u symmetry, and excitations can occur fo
the t1g-derivedb1g , b2g , andb3g levels. In theD2h group,
b1u^ b1g5Au , b1u^ b2g5B3u , andb1u^ b3g5B2u . There-
fore, the IR modes withB2u and B3u symmetry should be
affected by the coupling, whereas those withB1u character
should not. Table III does not show any significantly diffe
ent behavior for the singleB1u mode, as compared to mode
of the other two symmetries. We regard this insensitivity
additional proof for weak, if any, vibronic coupling in th
linear charged polymer@(C60

2)n#. It should be noted that in
other fulleride systems, some modes shift dramatically wh
others shift very little.28 Thus, it may be useful to extend thi
analysis to other, more highly charged, fullerene polym
systems.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have measured the far-IR vibrational properties o
pure phase of the HTHP orthorhombic C60 polymer. Modes
were assigned with the aid of our quantum molecular dyna
ics calculations, and parent symmetries were determined
eigenvector analysis. Despite the observed mixing, there
far fewer collective modes in theO polymer compared to the
previously studied two-dimensionalT and R polymers.21,22

We attribute this difference to a smaller on-ball distortion
the O polymer compared to the other materials. The striki
differences between the IR response of the neutral and
previously published spectrum of chargedO polymer29 were
discussed and analyzed. The variation in IR properties o
the 490–620 cm21 range can be accounted for by char
effects on the C60 ball. According to our analysis, vibronic
coupling is weak in the linear charged polymer.
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